99 accord engine

You have no vehicle information saved in your Honda Owners account. Vehicle Specifications.
Print Specs. Back to top. Type: Aluminum Alloy: In-Line Displacement liters : 2. Horsepower
rpm SAE net : Torque lb. Compression Ratio: 8. Type: Front-Wheel Drive. Manual Transmission:
5-Speed. Automatic Transmission: 4-Speed available. Body Type: Unit Body. Stabilizer Bar mm.
Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb ft. Spare Tire: Compact. Headroom in. Legroom in. Shoulder
Room in. Hiproom in. Cargo Volume cu. Passenger Volume cu. Wheelbase in. Length in. Height
in. Width in. Track in. Curb Weight lbs. Fuel gal. Driver's and Front Passenger's Airbags.
Leather-Wrapped Steering Wheel: Accessory. Wood-Grain Interior Trim: Accessory. Air
Conditioning: Accessory. Beverage Holders, Front and Rear: Front. Adjustable Steering
Column. Adjustable Front Seat Belt Anchors. Fold-Down Rear Seatback with Lock. Remote Fuel
Filler Door Release. Electronic Remote Trunk Release. Cargo Area Light. Coin Box. Driver's and
Passenger's Vanity Mirrors. Rear-Seat Heater Ducts. Quartz Digital Clock. Maintenance Interval
Indicator. Integrated Rear Window Antenna. Dual Manual Remote-Operated Mirrors. Alloy
Wheels: Accessory. Multi-Reflector Halogen Headlights. Body Side Moulding. Body-Colored
Impact-Absorbing Bumpers. Compression Ratio: 9. Wheels: 15" Alloy. Driver's Seat Adjustable
Lumbar Support. Power Door Locks. Cruise Control. Air Conditioning. Map Lights. Beverage
Holders, Front and Rear. Sunglass Holder. Driver's and Passenger's Vanity Mirrors: Illuminated.
Body-Colored Door Handles. Body-Colored Dual Power Mirrors. Alloy Wheels. Body Side
Moulding: Body-Colored. Type: V Displacement liters : 3. Leather-Wrapped Steering Wheel.
Wood-Grain Interior Trim. Air Conditioning: Automatic Climate Control. Steering Wheel-Mounted
Audio Controls. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL. The sixth generation Honda
Accord was available as a four-door sedan or a two-door coupe and was produced by Honda
from September for the model year to For the sixth generation, Honda split the Accord into
three separate models, designed for the Japanese, North American, and European markets.
However, the wagon was discontinued in North America while the coupe was discontinued in
Japan. This generation also spawned two distinctively branded performance versions for
European and Japanese domestic markets, dubbed Type R and Euro R, respectively. On the
origin of these models, it is rumored [1] that with the advent of the sixth generation Accord,
"Honda England were let loose to build a car that would compete with Subaru and Mitsubishi 's
Evo. They came up with the Accord Type R, a lightened around kg track version with no sound
deadening or luxuries". Honda Japan followed suit in , "took the Accord Type R and developed
the Accord Euro R hence the 'Euro'pean tag " which has a similar chassis, suspension that is
interchangeable with European model, same engine slightly detuned for European Type R , and
nearly identical interior trim. The Japanese models, introduced on 4 September for the model
year, became narrower than the previous generation, returning to the favorable compact car tax
bracket , except for Euro R and wagon, which were classified as the larger mid-sized
classification. This was the last generation that was badge engineered as the Isuzu Aska. When
the previous generation Accord grew in exterior dimensions, this reclassified the Accord as a
midsized car in Japan. The second generation Honda Inspire was manufactured in two
platforms, with the smaller G20A five-cylinder engine installed in a shorter and narrower sedan
that complied with "compact" regulations. This effort reflected Honda's positioning of Honda
Clio as a luxury car dealership that sold the luxury sedans Honda Legend and Honda Inspire ,
similar to their efforts in North America with the Acura brand. Honda continued to offer the
Accord station wagon in Japan. All trim levels sold in Japan were available with Honda's newly
created, internet-based telematics service called Internavi. It was also fitted with a unique
factory body kit that included flares and was available in some colors not available to other
Accords such as Milano Red. The Accord sold at Honda Clio locations and the Torneo sold at
Honda Verno and Primo locations are the same car, aside from minor cosmetic differences in
the exterior, most notably front of the car. The model was named the Euro-Rx. These included
factory rear privacy glass, a titanium gear knob, optional Red-checker interior original
gold-checker and bronze coloured alloy wheels. The high-stop spoiler also became standard on
all models. The ECU was upgraded to resolve the issue of cold-starts causing hesitation on
acceleration and the gearbox syncros were upgraded to a higher quality alloy to lengthen their
lifespan. The SiR-T model included a 2. The F20B had a unique blue valve cover and like all the
larger displacement Honda engines, the F20B was mounted with a tilt towards the driver. F20B
engines could rev at higher rpms than H22As because it had a shorter stroke. Moving the
gear-stick over to the right allowed manual selection of 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th gear using up and
down shift actions just like the sequential gearboxes used on the JGTC NSX. When a particular
gear is selected, the gear stays in position at all rpm. When pushed against the rev limiter, the
engine would bounce against it just like a manual. However, the gear ratios for each gear were
the same as the normal mode. The transmission still worked like a normal automatic
transmission in all other operating modes. The SiR wagon model included the only 2. The H23A

also came with a blue valve cover and was the largest displacement of the H-series Honda
engines. The H23A was mounted with a tilt towards the driver. The H23A had a longer stroke
than the H22A. The H23A had better acceleration because the peak torque occurred sooner at
lower rpm when compared to the H22A. While previous generations of the Coupe were
considered two-door versions of the sedan, the Coupe was the first to be given an exclusive
front fascia, rear tail lights which resemble those found on the NSX , wheels, and many other
body panels, and was now marketed as a somewhat separate model, the "Accord Coupe", to set
it away from the more family-oriented sedan version. It also allowed the Coupe, which was
exported to other markets, to fit in more easily with the local Accord versions. It was developed
by Honda engineer Laura Minor into production form until January , being then developed into
prototypes for testing. Starting with this generation, cabin air filters also known as pollen filters
were installed as standard equipment and are located behind the glove compartment
internationally. G development began in January during final development of the CD , with
design work starting later that year. A design for the sedan by Shinji Takashima and Toshihiko
Shimizu was chosen in January and later frozen for production by the middle of Prototype test
mules were tested from mid in CD Accord body panels, with full body prototypes being used
from Design patents were filed on 8 March , with development ending in March Sedan mass
production began in August , with customers deliveries starting on September 23, Coupe
production began in September , going on sale on November 4, The DX model was fitted with a
2. All 4-cylinder models, except for the "SE", came with a 5-speed manual transmission
standard, and with a four-speed automatic as optional equipment. The SE was only available
with the automatic transmission. The DX remained the value-oriented trim with no audio system,
manual windows, manual locks, no cruise control, rear drum brakes, and inch steel wheels. The
DX Value Package added a radio-cassette player, air conditioning, and cruise control; this was
known as the Accord DX in Canada where it was the base model of the lineup. The LX trim
added power windows, power locks, door courtesy lights and inch steel wheels; the SE special
edition package available since added inch alloy wheels, and optional leather trim, but was only
available with the 4-speed automatic. Leather seating, CD player, and power sunroof were
factory installed options for the EX. All V6 sedan and coupe models received the 3. Some
dealer-installed options included: gold finish kit, gold finish exhaust tip s , gold finish wheel
center caps, 6-disc in-dash CD changer, tape deck, fog lights, wing spoiler, alarm system,
sunroof visor, car cover and accessory chrome wheels. However, in , the Accord became the
first Honda in Australia to be imported from Thailand. In March , the Accord received a facelift,
while at the same time, the option of a manual transmission was dropped. New colour choices
with the facelift included Naples Gold, Signet Silver, and Nighthawk Black, the first time that
black was offered in an Australian market Accord. In September , both the American-market
Accord sedan and coupe received a minor facelift. A new front fascia, rear bumper, side skirt
alteration, new taillights and wheel designs freshened the Accord's look. The interior saw few
changes with the exception of some fabric and audio configuration changes. All V6 models also
included a traction control system that could be disabled by a switch, the first Accord to have
such a system included. The VTi model was fitted with a 2. Both models are available with either
a 5-speed manual transmission or a 4-speed automatic transmission. Honda made the decision
to continue this generation of Accord an extra year. Previously, the Accord ran four years on a
single body-style and facelift before being redesigned. The typical Accord generation cycle was
a trend, with a newly released model running for years 1 and 2 unaltered, then getting a facelift
for years 3 and 4 before a major redesign. This generation would run a total of 5 years in a
trend, with the facelift occurring in year four. Accord sales remained steady despite the
additional year. Despite the Accord's reputation for reliability, the V6 models were plagued by
transmission failures and prompted class action lawsuits against the company 4-cylinder
models were also affected, but not to the same extent. No formal recall occurred. In Canada,
recall letters were sent out to owners who fell within a certain VIN range; this warranty was later
re-extended for some owners to seven years in length. Beginning in at launch, Accord keys
were equipped with immobilizer microchips. In late , the Accord was equipped with foldable
mirrors. The Accord was also assembled in New Zealand at the very end of overall CKD car
production due to the abolition of import tariffs on built cars which made local assembly
uneconomic. Small numbers of Accords were imported right hand drive from the U. The Thai
factory continues to supply New Zealand with the latest generation Accord and now also ships
that line and other Honda models to Australia and elsewhere in South East Asia. Concerns over
airbag safety plagued the Japanese automaker. The company announced it was recalling
vehicles citing driver's airbags that deploy with too much force during collisions. Honda says 2,
faulty airbags were installed as repairs to customer vehicles after a collision. But since the
company cannot accurately track down which Honda received the flawed airbags, Honda

broadened its search to include the â€” Accord. Since November , Honda has recalled some 1.
At its last similar expanded recall in February , Honda said the too-powerful airbags have been
involved in 12 incidents, including one fatality. The European Accord, also made in Swindon,
was different in its styling and was also shorter than the Japanese- and American-market
Accords. It was available as a sedan and a 5-door hatchback liftback , with the U. It was a
platform improvement of the previous generation "European Accord", a joint project with the
Rover Group that created the Rover , as well as the Honda Ascot Innova. The basic S came with
ABS, alarm, engine immobilizer, and air-conditioning, with the SE added the options of metallic
paint, cruise control, climate control and later, satellite navigation. The â€” ES version came
with all those features except the satellite navigation optional , as well as a walnut and leather
trimmed interior with heated front seats. This model was renamed as the SE Executive in late
The EU version had a minor facelift in including a revised grill, alloy wheels, bumpers and both
rear and front lights. In , the trim range was expanded with a Type-V; with leather trim as
standard equipment, satellite navigation and a tiptronic automatic transmission as optional. The
Sport model, which was as the SE, came with modified styling, spoiler, and a color-coded side
skirt as opposed to black plastic. Other engines included a 1. The Type-R, Type-V, and Sport
trims can had a badge on the front grill and hood lid, though the pre-facelift models only
signified Type-R on the front. Walnut trim interior was also dropped for the SE Executive during
the facelift, while a new climate control system was added. Recaro seats, leather-wrapped
Momo steering wheel, stiffer suspension, dual exhaust including 4â€”2â€”1 stainless headers ,
and an aluminum-alloy gear shift knob also came standard. Like the Euro R, the Type R was
fitted with a factory body kit. Other differences from the standard model include hydraulic
power steering on the Type R. The R model was facelifted in with updates to the bumpers and
fog lights, but removing the factory fitted bodykit. The electric radio aerial was also replaced,
with a smaller "Bee Sting" style aerial situated at the rear of the roof line. The 5 speed gearbox
was revised with stronger synchros in response to a number of failures on the earlier cars, and
the exhaust was fitted with more subtle tips, angled downwards and unpolished in comparison
to the pre-facelift's straight chrome tips. The interior and other parts stayed identical. Sales of
the Type R were low; for example, less than two thousand were sold in the UK alone. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. See also: Honda Type R. Motor vehicle. Honda Ascot Innova Rover
Retrieved 26 July Honda Motor Co. Retrieved 1 December VMW Canada. Archived from the
original on 10 January Retrieved 12 December Bloomberg BusinessWeek. Retrieved 31 August
Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Honda
road car timeline, North American market, sâ€”present. Categories : Honda vehicles Cars
introduced in s cars Front-wheel-drive vehicles Motor vehicles manufactured in the United
States Sedans Station wagons Touring cars Vehicles with four-wheel steering. Hidden
categories: CS1 Japanese-language sources ja Articles needing additional references from
March All articles needing additional references Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with
unsourced statements from September Commons category link is locally defined. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Sayama, Saitama ,
Japan. Toshihiko Shimizu; Gen Tamura [2] Front-engine, front-wheel-drive Front-engine,
four-wheel-drive. Honda Accord Japan and Europe seventh generation. August â€”August
sedan [5] September â€” coupe. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive. Honda Accord North America
seventh generation. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda Accord. Kei car. Life
Dunk. Acty Street. Brio Amaze. Quint Integra. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ. Accord CB. Accord CD.
Accord CF. Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic Coupe. Integra Coupe. Accord
Coupe. Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type R. Integra Type R. Sports car.
Accord Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact crossover. Compact crossover.
Mid-size crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6. Accord CM. Mini MPV. Mobilio
Spike. EV Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB. Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC.
Odyssey RL3. Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van.
Accord Sedan. Sport utility vehicle. Pickup truck. Vehicle exclusive to Southern California
available for leasing purposes only. Aftermarket performance parts are designed, tested, and
manufactured to higher tolerances and are required to meet higher performance parameters
compared to their OEM counterparts. The difference between placing first or second in a race,
or finishing at all, depends largely upon the performance of these "performance" parts. PRO
Import Tuners is all about results. The quality of performance-enhancing parts will make or
break the race for every team. PRO Import Tuners ensures that the customer doesn't do the

product testing during the race. Customers can expect our performance parts for the Honda
Accord to work, and meet or exceed their stated performance limits, thus increasing the
probability of a top place finish for every race. The Honda Accord is one of the mainstays of the
family car models. Its roomy interior and enhanced safety features have made it one of the top
selling medium-sized family cars. Not surprisingly, modifications aimed at increasing the speed
and maneuverability of this car have gained a wide following as these modifications take
advantage of the Accord's best features. The Honda Accord responds readily to tuner
modifications and additions. The well-built engine can withstand turbochargers and NOS
systems easily. Decreasing the weight or increasing the available torque and horsepower have
become standard mods that make use of lighter and higher-strength performance parts for the
Honda Accord. Turning the Accord family sedan into a high-revving and tight-turning
competition car has been made possible by the availability of performance-specific parts for the
Honda Accord from various specialty parts manufacturers. But not all aftermarket parts are
made equal, which is why we at PRO Import Tuners have taken great lengths to evaluate and
confirm the individual qualities of the commonly available performance parts for the Honda
Accord. PRO Import Tuners pays attention to the minutest details to make sure that our
customers get nothing less than the authentic and original aftermarket parts that perform as
specified. When it comes to performance parts for the Honda Accord , we at PRO Import Tuners
share the same passion for ingenuous design and superior quality. Parts Categories. Select
Year Air Intake Filters. Blow Off Valves. Boost Controllers. Catalytic Converters. Clutch Kits.
Cold Air Intakes. Drive Shafts. E85 Flex Fuel. Engine Accessories. Engine Internals. Engine
Mounts. Exhaust Systems. Fuel Delivery. Intake Manifolds. Power Packages. Short Ram Air
Intakes. Throttle Bodies. Air Suspension. Camber Kits. Chassis Accessories. Control Arms.
Stabilizer Bars. Strut Bars. Suspension Kits. Sway Bars. Brake Accessories. Brake Kits. Brake
Pads. Brake Rotors. Lug Nuts. Short Shifters. Jump to the catalog for a given year category for
a Honda Accord. The links below will drop you in to the same category for a different Honda.
Shop with Confidence. Payment Options. Have Questions? Call or email us for prompt and
friendly help. Phone: , Email: customercare proimporttuners. All Rights Reserved. February
22nd, Contact Us. About Us. Terms and Conditions. Loading Featured Parts for your Honda
Accord. Shop by Brand. Customer Reviews. Loading TrustPilot Reviews. We carry a
wide-ranging catalog of used Honda engines for all applications including gas and diesel
engines. Purchase from us and get an industry leading warranty on used engines and
transmissions. Our used engines, transmissions, Rear Axle, Transfer Case Assembly, and
Suspension Cross Member K Frame are covered under a 1-year warranty from the date of
purchase, included for free! Search your perfect used engine and used transmission on our
website or in the catalog and if you can't find it then give us a call and we will find perfect used
engine and used transmission for you. You will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have
a very large network of salvage yards in US. Select Year. Select Engine Size. Search Engine.
Description : Gas Engine Honda Insight. Fits : 1. Stock Number : TCL. More Information.
Description : Gas Engine Honda Civic. Stock Number : TCG. Description : Gas Engine Honda
Pilot. Fits : 3. Description : Gas Engine Honda Accord. Fits : 2. Stock Number : TCI. You will be
surprised at the prices we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US To find
the best quality used engines and used transmission or submit inquiry from. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained

eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. I recently bought a 99 Honda Accord Ex with , miles. Previous owner has
several records indicating all the minimum work done and kept up to date. However after buying
the car I noticed the check engine light is on popping out 2 codes. Both p and I have had 3
different people look at the car. With 3 different answers. One says replace the gas cap for the
and replace the CAT for the the other says replace the downstream O2 sensor and replace a
"chamber" back by the fuel tank. Needless to say I could use some help cuz there is a
substaintial difference in cost between everything. I just want the light off. Do you. Hello, Thank
You for the Donation. It is also possible that the Gas Cap is bad and causing the code. Does that
really mean your converter has reached the end of the road and needs to be replaced? It's an
expensive fix that may or may not be necessary. The problem, in most cases, is an emissions
issue, not a performance issue that affects the way the engine runs. The OBD II system
monitors catalyst efficiency by comparing the switching activity of the upstream and
downstream oxygen sensors in the exhaust. The upstream O2 sensor in the exhaust manifold
reflects the condition of the exhaust gases as they exit the engine. The downstream O2 sensor
in or behind the catalytic converter reflects the condition of the exhaust after it passes through
he converter. The catalytic converter is like an after-burner. It oxidizes burns any residual fuel
vapors unburned hydrocarbons or HC in the exhaust. It also burns any carbon monoxide CO in
the exhaust. The OBD II system can't actually measure the concentration of HC or CO in the
exhaust, so it compares the upstream and downstream O2 sensor readings to estimate how well
the catalyst is actually doing its job of removing pollutants from the exhaust. The upstream O2
sensor will typically show a lot of switching activity because the engine computer is constantly
adjusting the fuel mixture between rich more fuel and lean less fuel. When the engine is first
started, the catalyst is cold and doesn't do much. During this time, the switching activity of the
upstream and downstream O2 sensors are essentially the same because nothing is happening
inside the converter. When the converter reaches about degrees F, it is hot enough to start
reacting with the gases in the exhaust. This is called the catalyst's "light off" temperature. The
converter now starts to clean the exhaust and remove the pollutants. This causes a sudden
drop in the switching activity of the downstream O2 sensor, and the sensor's output voltage
levels off to an average reading of around 0. The OBD II catalyst monitor only runs under certain
operating conditions, which typically require a combination of city and highway driving on the
same drive cycle. If the catalyst monitor has run and no faults are found, the converter should
be functioning properly and the vehicle should be in emissions compliance. But if the catalyst
monitor runs and finds too much switching activity in the downstream O2 sensor after the
converter is hot and the vehicle is being driven, it may set a P code and turn on the Check
Engine light. Does this mean the converter has failed and that the vehicle is polluting? Not
necessarily, but technically speaking the vehicle is NOT in emissions compliance if it has a
code and the Check Engine light is on. Most states now use a quick OBD II plug-in test to check
emissions compliance on and newer vehicles. The plug-in test is faster, easier and cheaper to
do than a loaded mode tailpipe emissions test on a road simulator or dynamometer. The rules in
most states say to pass the OBD II plug-in test, the vehicle 1 must have a fully-functional OBD II
system Check Engine lamp works and the diagnostic connector communicated with the engine
computer , that the Check Engine light must be off not commanded on , and that there are no
current codes in the computer's memory. Consequently, if the Check Engine light is on and you
have a P code or any other code, you will FAIL the test -- unless the state allows you to take an
alternate tailpipe emissions test to see if your vehicle is actually polluting. Some states allow
this but others do not. If your state allows an alternate tailpipe test -- and your car passes -don't worry about the converter code. Every vehicle manufacturer determines the cutpoints at
which various codes are set as part of their emissions compliance testing that is required to
achieve emissions compliance for a new vehicle. Some set their cutpoints a little conservatively
to minimize the risk of an emissions recall. In other words, they would rather pull the emissions
trigger sooner rather than later if a potential emissions problem is developing in a vehicle.
Consequently, the converter may not be operating at peak efficiency but is still functioning well
enough to pass an actual tailpipe emissions test. Why did the converter go bad? Under normal
use, converters are engineered to last upwards of , miles. But any number of things can make it
fail prematurely. The most common cause is contamination of the catalyst because the engine
is burning oil or leaking coolant internally leaky head gasket or a crack in a combustion
chamber or cylinder. Converters can also be damaged if they overheat due to ignition misfiring
that allows unburned fuel to pass through into the exhaust check for a fouled spark plug or bad

plug wire. The same thing can happen if the engine has a bad exhaust valve that leaks
compression into the exhaust check compression. If you live in a state that does not allow an
alternative tailpipe test if your vehicle fails an OBD II plug-in test, you're screwed. You have to
fix the fault to turn out the light and pass the test. That means replacing the converter even if it
is marginal or still functional. The only way to accurately measure converter operating
efficiency is to sample the exhaust gases ahead and behind the converter with an infrared
exhaust analyzer. Operating an exhaust gas analyzer requires a good understanding of the
various exhaust gas readings and what they mean, so it's not something that is within the
ability or budget of a typical do-it-yourselfer. You're probably wondering why you can't just
clear the code just prior to taking the emissions test. First, disconnecting the battery on a late
model vehicle with OBD II usually does NOT clear the code -- and can mess up a lot of
calibration settings that can have an averse effect on driveability until the computer "relearns"
the settings. And on some vehicles like Chrysler Minivans and certain European luxury cars ,
disconnecting the battery can disable the climate control system and audio system in the
vehicle. What about using a plug-in scan tool or scanner software to clear the code and turn off
the Check Engine light? This is the safe way to clear codes, but the catch is you're car will not
be allowed to take an OBD II plug-in test until all of the required monitors have run -- which
means you have to drive it until the catalyst monitor runs. If the problem is still there which it
likely will be , the code will reset and the Check Engine light will come back on. Now you're right
back to square one. So what's the fix? I hate to say it but you'll probably have to bite the bullet
and replace the converter. Aftermarket converters are less expensive than OEM converters, and
installing it yourself will save even more money. It's a difficult job because you have to get the
car up off the ground always use safety stands or ramps, not just a jack and you're working on
your back. What's more, the bolts that connect the converter to the exhaust will likely be rusted
solid, so plan on a lot of sawing, pounding, chiseling and swearing. Also, make sure the new
replacement converter is "OBD II compliant" and is the same type as your original converter.
Don't waste your time trying to install a used converter because there's no way to know what
condition it might be in. Removing the converter and replacing it with a piece of straight pipe
doesn't work either because the OBD II system will pick that up right away. So will a visual
inspection under your car. You may also be fined for "tampering" if you're caught. Worst case
scenario: you replace the converter with a new one, drive the car and Check Engine light comes
back on. The P code has returned. Now what? This kind of situation can be prevented by doing
some additional diagnostics and research BEFORE your replace the converter. For more
information about oxygen sensors, see Understanding Oxygen Sensors If the downstream O2
sensor is bad heater circuit not working, loose or corroded wiring connector, contaminated
sensor element, etc. The same goes for a bad upstream O2 sensor. In either case, the presence
of an O2 sensor code should prevent the catalyst monitor from running and setting a false P
code. Of course, this is ideally speaking and nothing is ever ideal. Sometimes a faulty O2
sensor is not bad enough to set an O2 sensor code but is off just enough to affect the accuracy
of the catalyst monitor. To minimize this risk, it's a good idea to check the operation of the O2
sensors with a scan tool or scanner software. You should see normal switching activity in both
sensors shortly after the engine is started, w
camaro door lights
1994 toyota 4runner stereo wiring diagram
wikipedia dodge charger
ith the O2 sensor voltage switching back and forth between rich over 0. A flat line O2 sensor
reading or one that shows little switching activity is a bad sign. The downstream O2 sensor
should slow down and go flat when the converter lights off if the catalyst is working. If it keeps
on switching like the upstream sensor, it tells you the catalyst is probably bad and the converter
needs to be replaced. You should also inspect the exhaust system and converter for leaks. Was
this answer. Nice job you covered all the bases. Thanks Shopjohn Was this answer. This moves
the sensor tip out of the exhaust stream and keeps it from tell taleing on the cat. Its kept my cel
out. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Check Engine Light Content. When your
car's check engine comes on the first thing you think of is my car still safe to drive? This is a
valid point because in some instances the car will be fine while Usually Less Than Six And
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

